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ABSTRACT 
Unique nitric oxide (NO) and oxygen air-contamination effects on the extinction Flame Strength 
(FS) of non-premixed hydrocarbon (HC) vs. “air” flames are characterized for 7 gaseous HCs, 
using a new idealized 9.3 mm straight-tube Opposed Jet Burner (OJB) at 1 atm.  FS represents a 
laminar strain-induced extinction limit based on cross-section-average air jet velocity, Uair, that 
sustains combustion of a counter jet of gaseous fuel just before extinction.  Besides ethane, 
propane, butane, and propylene, the HCs include ethylene, methane, and a 64 mole-% ethylene / 
36 % methane mixture, the writer’s previously recommended gaseous surrogate fuel for HIFiRE 
scramjet tests.  The HC vs. clean air part of the work is an extension of a May 2008 JANNAF 
paper that characterized surrogates for the HIFiRE project that should mimic the flameholding of 
reformed (thermally- or catalytically-cracked) endothermic JP-like fuels.  The new FS data for 7 
HCs vs. clean air are thus consolidated with the previously validated data, normalized to absolute 
(local) axial-input strain rates, and co-plotted on a dual kinetically dominated reactivity scale.  
Excellent agreement with the prior data is obtained for all 7 fuels.  Detailed comparisons are also 
made with recently published (Univ. Va) numerical results for ethylene extinction.  A 2009-revised 
ethylene kinetic model (Univ. Southern Cal) led to predicted limits within ~ 5 % (compared to 45 
%, earlier) of this writer’s 2008 (and present) ethylene FSs, and also with recent independent 
data (Univ. Va) obtained on a new OJB system.  These + 5 % agreements, and a hoped-for 
“near-identically-performing” reduced kinetics model, would greatly enhance the capability for 
accurate numerical simulations of surrogate HC flameholding in scramjets. 
 
The measured air-contamination effects on normalized FS extinction limits are projected to 
assess ongoing Arc-Heater-induced “facility test effects” of NO production (e.g., 3 mole-%) and 
resultant oxygen depletion (from 21 to 19.5 %), for testing the “64/36” surrogate fuel in Langley’s 
Arc-Heated Scramjet Test Facility for HIFiRE engine designs.  The FS results show a generally 
small (< 4 %) “nitric oxide enhancement” effect, relative to clean air, for up to 3 % NO (free-
stream Mach number up to 7 in Arc Jet testing).  However, a progressively large “oxygen-
deficiency weakening” effect develops.  For 3 % NO, a net weakening of 26 % in FS is derived for 
the “64/36” fuel vs. air.  The corresponding net weakening for pure ethylene is 20 %.  A number of 
practical recommendations regarding facility test effects are offered. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Early NASA Langley attempts to realize the high-speed potential of (airbreathing) Supersonic 
Combustion Ramjet (SCRAMJET) propulsion used gaseous hydrogen fuel, and resulted in two 
successful flight demonstrations (Hyper-X).  However, recent interest has focused on the use of 
vaporized endothermic hydrocarbon (HC) fuels.  Unfortunately, vaporized liquid HCs have been of 
limited use in hoped-for scramjet applications, because they are far less reactive, even though they 
are obviously much easier to store and handle.  And although endothermic catalytic cracking of HCs 
has been investigated to improve both reactivity and cooling capacity [1-6], very significant problems 
remain.  A simplified bypass approach is to decouple endothermic cracking requirements from 
scramjet combustion processes, by using reactive gaseous surrogate HC fuels in scramjet 
combustors, as in ongoing HIFiRE1 tests being conducted in NASA Langley’s Arc-Heated Scramjet 
Test Facility (AHSTF), where arc-heated air is diluted with clean dry air just before expansion 
through a facility nozzle. 
Although operation of the Arc-Heated facility avoids certain problems associated with 
combustion-heated facilities that produce substantial steam and carbon dioxide air contaminants, 
relatively small amounts of nitric oxide (NO), and typically require oxygen make-up, the Arc-Heater 
does produce significant NO with a corresponding reduction in O2 and N2, as discussed later in a 
review of facility test effects on scramjet ignition and flameholding processes. 
As might be expected, difficult and competing performance challenges remain to achieve ignition 
and robust flameholding-combustion with various multi-component liquid fuels, and even their 
gaseous surrogates, injected just upstream of relatively small subsonic cavity flameholders and also 
directly within [4-25].  Some important goals are to (1) promote rapid initial reaction, with sufficient 
production and transport of radicals and (usually limited) enthalpy to the overriding supersonic shear 
layer, (2) avoid excessive internal drag and loss of net thrust, or much worse, loss of flameholding, 
and (3) achieve needed “endothermic” heat soak and enhanced fuel reactivity in active cooling 
channels without the formation and deposition of significant carbon residues [3-6].  Thus thermally- 
or (more likely) catalytically-cracked fuel vapor and entrained air must mix, diffuse and react long 
enough in a subsonic cavity recirculation zone to achieve robust “incipient flameholding” (after auto- 
or spark-induced-ignition), to supply adequate radicals and enthalpy to the mainstream supersonic 
flow with minimal loss of kinetic energy. 
Opposed Jet Burner (OJB) tools have been used extensively in past studies by the authors to 
measure the quasi-steady extinction limits of various laminar non-premixed, pure and N2-diluted fuel 
vs. air Counterflow Diffusion Flames (CFDFs) at one atmosphere [26-38].  Early efforts focused on:  
(1) The velocity [36] and thermal structure [28,35], and strain-induced extinction of 14 to 100 % 
hydrogen–air CFDFs, summarized in Ref. 26; (2) the efficacy of silane/hydrogen (and silane/HC) 
mixtures for promoting ignition and piloting (without extinction) of very high speed combustion 
[27,33], including that used in the Hyper-X; and (3) the effects of test facility contaminants in vitiated 
air on H2–air extinction limits [29-32,34].  The latter test effects were reviewed and used to assess 
possible differences in “incipient flameholding,” compared to clean air in flight, in the subsonic re-
circulating cavity flows of an otherwise supersonic combustor [39,40].  The CFDF studies showed 
that Flame Strength, FS, defined locally as the laminar maximum cross-section-average air input 
velocity, Uair, that sustains combustion of a counterflowing jet of gaseous fuel just before extinction, 
                                                 
1 The Hypersonic International Flight Research and Experimentation (HIFiRE) program is a bi-lateral collaboration 
executed by an integrated team representing the U.S. Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) and the Australian Defence 
Science and Technology Organisation (DSTO).  Further, the US Air Force has secured a Space Act Agreement with 
NASA to advance the collaborative development and demonstration of hypersonic aeropropulsion technologies.  The 
objective of the HIFiRE program is to increase understanding of fundamental hypersonic phenomena and to develop 
technologies deemed critical to the realization of next generation aerospace vehicles.  The purpose is to extend the 
hypersonic database and enhance the accuracy of complex models and simulations.  Phenomena will be examined and 
characterized at flight conditions that are difficult, if not impossible, to model with current computational methods and/or 
simulate in ground test facilities.  The product of this program is an experimental flight laboratory to capture extensive 
coherent high-fidelity data.  The scope of this program encompasses a series of 8 focused research projects.  For further 
information see Ref. [83]. 
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represents an important combustion parameter.  FS uniquely characterizes a kinetically dominated 
fuel combustion rate that is nevertheless influenced by diffusion effects, including the diffusion of 
pure fuel from the stagnation point.  More generally, Applied Stress Rates (ASRs) at extinction (Uair 
normalized by nozzle or tube diameter, Dn or t) can be compared directly with extinction limits 
determined numerically using either a 1-D or (preferably) a 2-D Navier Stokes simulation with 
detailed transport and finite rate chemistry.  Thus our early studies concluded that (1) FS limits 
should effectively scale with hypothetical “idealized” scramjet flameholding limits [26,39,40], and (2) 
measured global Applied Stress Rates at extinction for either convergent-nozzle-OJBs (ASRn) or 
straight-tube-OJBs (ASRt) can be compared quantitatively with numerically simulated laminar 
extinction limits [26,35-37,41].  Such limits may be evaluated with reasonable accuracy using either 
a 1-D Navier Stokes stream-function approximation [see 26,37] with detailed transport and finite rate 
chemistry, or better yet, a fully detailed 2-D Navier Stokes numerical simulation [41] that has greater 
fidelity when applied to finite nozzles and tubes with prescribed inflow profiles. 
In a 2007 paper [45], which followed [44] and earlier work [42,43], we conducted a logical 
progression of experimental and analytic studies that helped define the combustion and extinction of 
gaseous HC–air CFDFs.  Whereas [44] included FS results for six single-component hydrocarbon 
(HC) fuels (always pure, and sometimes nitrogen-diluted), and also three HC-diluted H2 fuels that 
showed very nonlinear decays in FS as HC was added, [45] was the first to characterize (1) binary 
mixtures (four) of pure simple HCs to identify linear and nonlinear interactions with ethylene and 
other HC fuel candidates, and also (2) ternary mixtures (two) of simple HCs that included a 
vaporized liquid (n-heptane) at elevated temperature. 
Thus, subsequent to some early experimental, analytic and numerical studies of opposed jet 
flows and HC/H2 combustion [50-54], there has been increasing interest in HCs, both pure and 
mixed [3-25,42-49,55-58], and especially ethylene -- due to its high FS reactivity [45], and its 
continuing potential as a scramjet fuel component [13,16-19,59-62].  It has therefore been important 
to extend the exploration of ethylene and other HC FSs.  Reference [63] examined the FS of 
additional mixtures of both gaseous and vaporized pure HCs (discussed below), and the writer’s 
most recent study [64] investigated for the first time the Dynamic Flame Weakening (DFW) of two 
surrogate mixtures and their ethylene and methane components (including the recommended 
“64/36” surrogate), at various frequencies from 10 to 1600 Hz. 
OJB Characterizations of HCs that Defined the “64/36” Surrogate 
Ref. [63] first characterized the top-down methodology used to define simple gaseous surrogate 
hydrocarbon (HC) fuel mixtures for hypersonic scramjet combustion subtask 2 of the HIFiRE 
program.  Ref. [63] then presented new and updated OJB extinction-limit FS data obtained from 
laminar non-premixed HC vs. air counterflow diffusion flames at 1-atm, which followed from earlier 
investigations. The FS results helped to characterize and define three candidate surrogate HC fuel 
mixtures that exhibited a common FS 70 % greater than for vaporized JP-7 fuel.  These included our 
binary surrogate fuel mixture of 64 % ethylene + 36 % methane, which was our primary 
recommendation.  It was (and is) intended to mimic the “critical flameholding limit” of a thermally- or 
catalytically-cracked JP-7 “like” fuel in HiFIRE scramjet combustion tests. 
Our supporting experimental results in [63] included several key results and findings:  (1) An 
idealized kinetically-limited ASR reactivity scale, which represented “maximum strength” non-
premixed flames for several gaseous and vaporized liquid HCs; (2) FS characterizations of Colket 
and Spadaccini’s suggested ternary surrogate, of 60 % ethylene + 30 % methane + 10 % n-heptane, 
which matched the ignition delay of a “typical” cracked JP fuel; (3) Data showing how our 
recommended “64/36” surrogate had an identical FS; (4) Data that characterized an alternate 
surrogate of 44 % ethylene + 56 % ethane with identical FS and nearly equal molecular weights.  
Although this could be useful when systematically varying the fuel composition, the mixture liquefies 
at much lower pressure, which limits on-board storage of gaseous fuel; (5) Dynamic Flame 
Weakening results that showed how oscillations in OJB input flow (and composition) can weaken 
(extinguish) HC vs. air flames up to 200 Hz, but the dynamic weakening for the “64/36” surrogate 
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was ~ 2.5 times smaller compared to pure methane; and finally, (6) FS limits at 1-atm that compared 
with three published 1-D numerical OJB extinction results using four chemical kinetic models.  The 
methane kinetics generally agreed closely at 1-atm, whereas, the various ethylene models predicted 
extinction limits that averaged ~ 45 % high, which represented a significant problem for numerical 
simulation of surrogate-based flameholding in a scramjet cavity.  Finally, we continued advocating 
the FS approach as more direct and fundamental for assessing idealized scramjet flameholding 
potentials than measurements of “unstrained” premixed laminar burning velocity or blowout in a 
Perfectly Stirred Reactor. 
Arc-Heated Scramjet Test Facility Effects on Ignition and Flameholding 
In 2002 one of the authors (GLP) conducted a detailed review and analysis of more than 100 
papers on the physics and chemistry of scramjet ignition and flameholding combustion processes, 
and the known effects of air vitiation on these processes [39].  The paper attempted to explain 
vitiation effects in terms of known chemical kinetics and flame propagation phenomena.  Scaling 
methodology was also examined, and a highly simplified Damköehler scaling technique based on 
OH radical production/destruction was developed to extrapolate ground test results, affected by 
vitiation, to flight testing conditions. The long-term goal of this effort was to help provide effective 
means for extrapolating ground test data to flight, and thus to reduce the time and expense of both 
ground and flight-testing.  The same paper was also published as a Chapter, entitled “Air Vitiation 
Effects on Scramjet Combustion Tests,” as part of the final report of the NATO RTO AVT WG-10 
Scramjet Subcommittee [40].  Limited excerpts from this work are included and discussed below, 
especially as related to the present use of the AHSTF and the production and possible roles of 
nitrogen oxides and other air contaminants  
Nitric oxide, NO, produced in amounts of 0.3 to 3 mole-%, can exert particularly strong effects on 
ignition, and to a lesser extent, on flameholding processes for high speed combustion applications 
with relatively low input-air temperatures [39,65,66].  Nitric oxide results from any high-temperature 
combustion, and especially arc heating processes involving air.  In the AHSTF, arc-heated air is 
rapidly mixed with clean dry air just before expansion through a facility nozzle, and is processed by 
the scramjet inlet, isolator, and combustor.  The resultant NOx (estimated most often in simulations, 
less from experiments) promotes autoignition, which varies as a function of T, P, and equivalence 
ratio [67-70].  Note the percentage of NOx needed for significant reduction of ignition delay 
approaches 1 %, which is close to the upper ‘thermal’ NOx limit for a well-designed HC-preheated 
wind tunnel.  Note also, a theory of the effect of additives on HC combustion [71] defined families of 
NOx-releasing molecular species that are typically very effective combustion promoters.  Thus, given 
our lack of detailed NOx-effects data on scramjet ignition and flameholding over a useful range of T, 
P, and input composition/flows -- and considering the typical diffusive flame character of H2–air and 
(much more complex) HC–air flameholding – it was conjectured that NOx in HC-vitiated air may have 
strong and unexpected effects on scramjet HC combustion [65], and that further work was needed. 
Slack and Grillo investigated the sensitization of H2-air ignition by NO and NO2 using a reflected 
shock tube technique [67].  They found an order-of-magnitude reduction of the ignition-delay 
induction period with ~ 0.5 mole-% NO or NO2 at < 1000 K and 2 to 1 atm.  Sensitization occurred 
via the Ashmore and Tyler mechanism [72]:  Initiated by  HO2 + NO Æ OH + NO2 ,  H + NO2 Æ OH + 
NO, and also  H2 + NO2 Æ HNO2 + H  when NO2 is present; supported by  H2 + OH Æ H2O + H; and 
terminated by OH + NO + M Æ HNO2 + M  and  OH + NO2 + M Æ HNO3 + M.  Sensitization was 
most pronounced in the vicinity of the second explosion limit for H2-air, where rates of  H + O2 + M Æ 
HO2 + M, and  H + O2 Æ OH + O  are balanced at the classic “crossover” temperature; e.g. ~ 925 K 
at 1 atm, and autoignition becomes possible. 
Test facilities may also introduce metallic / condensed-oxide species in the airstream.  For 
example, arc heating typically releases copper vapor and oxide particles [66].  Even the stainless 
steel walls of shock tubes may release nickel-containing particles via shock tube erosion [73].  
Fortunately, copper and nickel appear to be ineffective recombination catalysts in H2–air flames (and 
possibly in HC–air flames), based on a detailed study of metal oxide/hydroxide catalysts.  A ranked 
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listing (most efficient elements down to neutral ones) includes Cr, U, Ba, Sn, Sr, Mn, Ca, Mg, Fe, 
Mo, Co, and then Cu and Ni which are effectively neutral [74].  Note, however that Cr, a significant 
component of stainless steel, was found most efficient, and probably acts heterogeneously [74]. 
A recent paper [75] reviewed some known effects of metals on ignition, as studied in shock 
tubes and flames.  Based on ignition delay calculations, it was shown that gaseous iron compounds 
such as Fe(CO)5, Fe, FeOH, and FeO can affect the ignition delay of stoichiometric and fuel lean 
H2–air mixtures near 1000 K and 1 atm.   For example 1 ppmv (parts per million by volume) of iron 
could reduce the ignition delay by ~ 33 %, with peak reductions of a factor of two or three near 50 
ppmv.  The paper concluded: “The form of iron has a large effect on the promotion action, with FeO 
the most effective moiety tested.  The promotion occurs from reactions of the iron compounds with 
H2 or O2, which lead to radicals (H, O, or OH) at early times, which then accelerate the subsequent 
build-up of HO2 in the system.  In addition to lowering the ignition delay, the iron compounds also 
lowered the cut-off temperature above which rapid ignition occurred.  Above ~ 100 ppmv of additive, 
the iron compounds inhibit ignition, and the mechanism is similar to the gas-phase catalytic radical 
recombination cycles found to be important in laminar flame inhibition by iron compounds” [75]. 
Inert particle effects on combustion were recently analyzed theoretically [76,77].  The heat sink 
effect was found negligible (dust must exceed 10 % of total mass flow to exert an impact), but the 
effect on radical termination (recombination) on particle surfaces became important at dust mass 
fractions > 0.001 and particle sizes < 3 microns.  At sufficiently high temperatures these phenomena 
are reduced by substrate softening that prevents particles from being eroded. 
Charged and electronically excited molecular species may also influence test results.  In arc-
heated wind tunnels oxygen and nitrogen ions can be present.  In general, their concentrations 
should be relatively low because Coulomb forces are long-range, and recombinations of positive 
ions and electrons are very fast.  However, some neutral electronically excited species survive for 
long times.  An example is O2 in the singlet delta state, a species observed during either 
homogeneous third-body or surface catalytic recombination of O.  This state of O2 can persist for the 
order of seconds [78].  At present, relatively little is known about the possible effects of electronically 
excited species on combustion kinetics.  However, if present in critical concentrations, they may 
reduce ignition delay time, because typical recombination / relaxation energies tend to be very high 
(of order 10 eV vs. 1 eV for recombination of radicals).  Finally, ions can be exploited locally to 
promote combustion and anchor a flame.  Examples of past work in this area are by P. Tret'yakov at 
ITAM in Novosibirsk; and T. Wagner and W. O’Brian at Virginia Tech. in Blacksburg, VA. 
Content of the Present Paper 
This paper focuses first on characterizing the effects of Arc-Heated contaminated air on the 
Flame Strengths of the “64/36” ethylene / methane surrogate fuel, and also pure ethylene and 
methane fuel, as a means of assessing possible impacts on flameholding during scramjet engine 
tests being conducted as subtask 2 of the HIFiRE program.  As part of this process, we characterize 
the effects of nitric oxide (to > 3 %), and the effects of modest reductions in O2 concentration (e.g., 
from 21 to 18.5 mole-%) on the FSs of the 7 gaseous HCs studied.  
Four major purposes are served by the new FS (ASR) results:  (1) Data from the pure HCs and 
“64/36” mixture provide additional sensitive and accurate means of validating, globally, complete and 
reduced chemical kinetic mechanisms.  These apply at the critical flame core temperatures that 
determine non-premixed flame extinction, and also at the moderately elevated fuel inflow 
temperatures that are typically required to maintain fuel vapor; (2) The experimental FS and ASR 
normalized results, while being directly helpful in validating and refining kinetic mechanisms, further 
support semi-quantitative assessments of the robustness and loss of “incipient” flameholding in 
scramjet combustors, for both the pure and mixed HC fuels over wide ranges of reactivity; (3) The 
originally defined binary gaseous surrogate fuel effectively allows substitutional bypassing of 
relatively complex vaporization and catalytic cracking system designs in test systems where 
supersonic combustion (scramjet) operability is the major goal; and perhaps most importantly, (4) 
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The possibility of using binary surrogate mixtures of variable composition continues to offer 
important additional flexibility and research value for scramjet tests; i.e., mixtures allow well-defined 
and easily attained means of varying fuel reactivity through changes in ethylene composition to 
effectively map the limits of robust and weak flameholding performance with fixed geometry designs.  
The experimental section below describes the methodology used to characterize the FSs of all 
the HC vs. clean-air systems investigated, and also the respective effects of NO and reduction of O2 
concentration on the FSs of HC vs. NO- and N2-contaminated airs for the 7 gaseous HCs studied. 
EXPERIMENTAL 
Schematics, with detailed descriptions, are given for the nozzle-OJB system that was originally 
used (vertical orientation with a selectable Oscillatory-inflow delivery) in the Oscillatory Opposed Jet 
System (OOJB) in Fig. 1a; a recent horizontal tube-OJB system, Fig. 1b; and an associated liquid 
HC vaporizer-accumulator-OJB system, Fig. 1c.  All three systems depict the use of convergent 
Pyrex nozzles, and long nickel or stainless steel tubes (50 to 100 diameters in length), of the same 
size and type.  No guard flows were used (or seemed to be needed) at the typical flow rates 
employed for extinction of thin disk-shaped flames.  Although horizontal configurations sometimes 
showed a slight flame asymmetry due to buoyancy (but negligible differences in results) [33], they 
favored formation of resultant ring-shaped flames, and thus allowed measurements of flame 
restoration, which approximate a slightly strained laminar burning velocity (discussed below).  Each 
ceramic fiberboard combustion box had Pyrex windows, and a porous sintered metal plate over the 
top.  Nitrogen (or argon) entering through diffuser-jets at the bottom of each box reduced extraneous 
combustion outside the central impingement region, and thus minimized adverse buoyancy and 
visibility effects.  Fuel and air component flows were hand-controlled with micrometer valves, and 
measured by mass flow meters calibrated for air at 0 oC, 1-atm pressure.  Vendor-published mass 
flow meter correction factors (either measured relative to air or evaluated as ratios of heat 
capacities) were used for calculating mole fractions of HC mixtures involving ethane, propane, 
butane and propylene.  Similar published factors for methane and ethylene were found in significant 
error, and were thus evaluated independently in a series of carefully controlled experiments [45].   
To attain extinction (blowoff) of a stabilized gaseous fuel–air disk flame, the fuel flow rate was 
gradually increased (or, for N2 diluted fuels, fixed at a target rate as N2 diluent was increased); 
simultaneously, the airflow was gradually increased, so that the flame was always centered and free-
floating (fully responsive to small differential changes in flow rates).  Upon sudden blowoff, a ring-
shaped (torus) flame sometimes stabilized.  After mass flows of each component were recorded, 
gradual flow reductions led to slow closure of the ring flame, and eventually, to sudden disk 
restoration (see Ref. 26 for a summary of the author’s earlier CFDF restore results, and Ref. 58 for a 
recent independent study).  Extinction data were almost always obtained in duplicate, and were 
sometimes replicated 10 or more times, especially in the case of heated / vaporized liquid fuels.  
Here, premixed (with N2, or one or two gaseous HCs) vaporized-HC flows from the pressurized 
accumulator system, Fig. 5c, were simply varied in tandem with flows of air to achieve extinction.  
Similar procedures were applied for mixed gaseous H2/HC–air and HC1/HC2–air systems, in that H2 
or one HC diluent / reactant was fixed, while the other was gradually increased in tandem with air to 
achieve extinction. 
The flow system and procedures used for introducing NO and N2 (hereafter denoted N2*) 
contaminants were identical throughout the study, from the point where a dedicated hand-controlled 
micrometer valve (not shown) was used to deliver a pre-determined mass flow rate of contaminant.  
In each experiment, a steady contaminant flow was blended downstream with a slowly increasing 
flow of air, until flame extinction occurred.  The system just downstream of the micrometer valve 
consisted of a dedicated mass flow meter (calibrated for air at 0 oC, 1-atm); 90 cm of 6 mm i.d. 
stainless steel tube that led to a 90-degree mixing tee (6 mm i.d.), where opposed flows of clean air 
and contaminant mixed; ~ 50 cm of 6 mm i.d. flexible (ribbed) stainless steel tube; 52 cm of 9 mm 
i.d. thick-wall neoprene tube; and finally 48 cm of 9.3 mm i.d. horizontal aluminum tube that 
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terminated in the combustion box to deliver a steady laminar jet of contaminated air with a tube 
separation of 12-14 mm.  Note the mixing of NO with air must be done “on the fly” to suppress 
conversion of NO to NO2 to a practical minimum, via the (unusual) ternary reaction, NO + NO + O2 
Æ 2 NO2, which varies (in rate) as the square of NO concentration.  
Reported exit cross-section-average jet velocities, Uair  and Ufuel, are calculated from the 
measured component mass flow rates, flow meter calibration factors for each gas, and carefully 
measured nozzle or tube exit diameters.  Mass flow meter calibrations of airflow rates are referenced 
to 0 oC and 1-atm, but are then corrected to 300 K (ideal gas law) and 1-atm [44].  Corresponding 
Reynolds numbers for air (Reair) based on diameter were generally less than 1500, but considerably 
lower values were avoided; especially because flames can become excessively thick when vertical, 
and also non-axisymmetric when horizontal, due to buoyancy.  Radiation effects were considered 
negligible at the relatively high strain rates used. 
The matched tube-OJBs (9.3 and 7.56 mm diameter recently, but ranging from 2.7 to 10.0 mm in 
previous studies) were mounted horizontally.  The 7.2 mm Pyrex nozzles were mounted vertically, 
with both elements insulated to reduce heating of the inflowing gases. 
The 9.3 mm (and 7.5 mm) tube- and 7.2 mm nozzle-OJBs were spaced 1.7 to 2 exit-diameters 
apart (note that the extinction limits are exceptionally independent of jet separation distance beyond 
one diameter, and sometimes up to 4 diameters [26]).  For measurements with H2, both 2.7 and 2.91 
mm OJB's were spaced 7 mm apart to ensure free-floating finite-thickness flames, free of significant 
flame attachment / anchoring effects.  Flow rates were generally high enough that buoyancy and 
OJB orientation effects on flame extinction appeared negligible [26,33,43-45] whenever data were 
recorded.  When used, vaporized-HC fuel mixtures flowed through the electrically heated vaporizer 
and accumulator tanks and tubes with thermocouple monitoring (see Fig. 1c), before entering the 
OJB combustion chamber, so that these fuels were heated up to ~ 600 K to prevent condensation. 
Errors in extinction limits stemmed from various sources.  In earlier air-contaminant studies of 
the H2–air system, absolute strain rates at extinction (not density weighted) were predicted (1-D) to 
vary linearly with input temperature, up to ~ 600 K [52,54], and absolute ASRs for heated H2–air, 
using a 2.7 mm tube-OJB, were found to vary “nearly” linearly (e.g., with only a 14% excess increase 
in density-weighted ASR from 300 to 600 K [38]).  Thus, direct measurements of mass flow rates 
effectively negated most effects of variable jet temperature on absolute jet velocity via the ideal gas 
law.  This led to significant reduction of data scatter, especially when input heating was required.  
Atmospheric pressure variations caused small variations of Uair extinction limits that were generally 
ignored and averaged-out during earlier hydrogen studies [26], but more recent HC and H2 data 
were corrected by applying a dimensionless pressure factor of (1/P)+3 [44].  Calculated (density-
weighted) jet exit velocities at standard conditions varied inversely as the square of measured D, 
and ASRs varied as D-3.  Finally, un-reconciled small differences between the data sets were due to 
earlier unmeasured variations in atmospheric pressure, differences in centering flames, daily jet 
realignment, sporadic but generally small mass flow meter drift, periodic mass flow meter 
calibrations, small transient cooling / heating flow response effects in flow meters, and differences in 
the spatial distribution and flow rates of argon or nitrogen purge flows in the combustion box.  
In summary, relatively ideal and well characterized 9.3 (and 7.56 mm) tube-OJB and 7.2 mm 
nozzle-OJB systems were the primary tools used and cited in this study for assessing strain-induced 
extinction limits of gaseous HC–air CFDFs using both clean and systematically-contaminated air. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Extinction Limits for HCs with N2* Dilution of Air (Oxygen Depletion Effect) 
Fig. 2 shows the Applied Stress Rate (ASR) extinction data obtained from systematic N2* dilution 
(N2 contamination) of air, for six pure HC fuels and two “64/36” surrogate fuel mixtures, using a 9.3 
mm Tube-OJB with 1-atm, 300 K inputs.  Flame extinction occurred at each data point, and thus 
respective data define upper applied-strain-rate flame boundaries, beyond which quasi-steady (or 
oscillatory) laminar flames cannot exist.  The linear data fits are considered excellent and appear 
entirely adequate (no parabolic fits required).  Because the systematic dilution of air with N2* causes 
the O2 content to decrease proportionally [mole-% O2 = 20.95*(100 – mole-% N2*)/100], it is clear 
from the data that the reduction of O2 content has a strong effect on the extinction limit of every fuel 
tested.  As a footnote, butane has been observed to deviate noticeably from the other hydrocarbons 
in the author’s studies of “steady” flame extinction [63], dynamic flame weakening [64], and also in 
reported studies of blowout in a Perfectly Stirred Reactor and burning velocity [82].  Later on, the 
slopes are normalized by respective intercepts to assess percentage changes in ASR with N2* 
dilution that correlate directly with decreases in O2 concentration. 
Previously, individual ASR data for the two surrogate mixtures (commercial premixed bottles 
received 7/2/09 and 9/17/09) were analyzed separately for both N2* and NO dilution of air using the 
9.3 mm OJB.  The respective zero-contamination ASR intercepts were 133.50 and 138.09 1/s for N2* 
dilutions, and 134.47 and 133.60 1/s for NO dilutions.  The N2* dilution results were also compar-ed 
with recent 7.56 mm OJB data on the 7/2/09 bottle, and with our previously published ASR data on 
ethylene, methane, and “64/36” surrogate mixtures prepared by using the lab mass flow metering 
system and the 7.56 mm OJB [63].  After the respective ASR intercepts and independent ASRs were 
compared on a proportional basis, and with certified analyses of the surrogate bottles, it was found 
that the “reduced OJB data” and certified analyses generally agree within + 2 % and in some cases 
within 1 %.  Thus, based on the detailed measured variations in ASR with ethylene mole fraction 
[45,63], the presently deduced variability in results between bottles and with the target extinction limit 
is well within expected limits, and is considered entirely acceptable for testing. 
Fig. 3 shows the same ASR extinction data as in Fig. 2, except the respective results are 
expressed in terms of changes in O2 concentration from our standard dry-clean-air value of 20.95 % 
O2. These results explicitly illustrate some remarkably high sensitivities of extinction ASRs to O2 
concentration; e.g., for the “64/36” surrogate, normalization of the slope by the intercept leads to a 
19.0 % decrease in ASR per unit decrease in mole-% O2.  This remarkably high oxygen sensitivity 
for extinction of the “64/36” surrogate is 2.5 times larger than observed much earlier for hydrogen 
fuel [34,38], as described below.   
In the case of H2, an extensive set of 100 % H2 vs. contaminated-air extinction results from a 2.7 
mm Tube-OJB, with variations in mole-% O2 over the range 16.5 to 30 % O2, led to a 7.49 % 
decrease in ASR per unit decrease in mole-% O2 [34].  Furthermore, the 7.49 sensitivity (for non-
premixed CFDF extinction limits) was virtually identical to the sensitivity of burning velocity (7.35), as 
derived by this writer (GLP) from published burning velocity data for hydrogen [56].  Finally, later in 
the paper, it will be shown that the sensitivities of ASR extinction limits to oxygen for HCs in Fig. 3 
are similarly comparable to those for published HC maximum flame velocities. 
Fig. 4a shows resultant sensitivities of ASR extinction limits for all seven HC fuels to increases in 
percent N2* content, and Fig. 4b shows sensitivities for the same data to decreases in percent O2 
content.  The respective sets were derived by normalizing the slopes in Fig. 2 and 3 with corres-
ponding intercepts, and expressing the results as percentage changes in ASR per unit mole % N2* in 
the contaminated air mixture, or mole % decrease in O2 in the mixture.  Both plots show the high 
sensitivities for methane dominate the response of the “64/36” surrogate, compared to somewhat 
lower sensitivities for ethylene.  Sensitivities for the five other HCs generally fall between those for 
methane and ethylene, with butane having a somewhat reduced sensitivity, as discussed earlier. 
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In view of the newly found high sensitivities to oxygen depletion for ASR (and FS), for all the 
HCs tested, some practical suggestions for high speed airbreathing propulsion applications are 
immediately apparent.  First, it is clearly important to maintain tight control of oxygen make-up in 
vitiation facilities that restore oxygen content.  Second, local variations in content between the core 
of high-speed flows and mass averaged flows could cause significant differences in localized 
flameholding limits.  Third, since the new results show that oxygen sensitivities for hydrocarbon fuels 
are ~ 2.5 times larger than they are for hydrogen, it is especially important to re-examine the 
possible roles of oxygen deficiency on localized HC–air flameholding in new testing of high speed 
combustion applications. 
An alternate graphical illustration of the sensitivities for O2 depletion in Figs. 4a and 4b is shown 
in Fig. 5.  In this case the results are converted to fractional “O2 depletion” effects for the 
consumption of oxygen from 20.95 % O2 to 19.45 % O2 when 3 mole-% NO is produced in the Arc 
Jet processed air.  Thus for any given O2 mole fraction, X(O2), the fractional “O2 depletion” effect is 
simply defined as the ratio, [ASR(X(O2))] / [ASR(0.2095)].  The results for ethylene, methane, and 
the “64/36” surrogate mixtures are used later to deduce projected net effects on flameholding for 
Arc-Heated-heated air. 
Finally, in light of the significant fractional sensitivities for “O2 depletion” shown above, we 
especially note the factors of 0.71 found for methane and the “64/36” surrogate, which increase to 
0.78 for pure ethylene.  Later, it will be evident that these large “O2 depletion” effects tend to 
dominate over much smaller and less variable “NO enhancement” effects, deduced below.  
Extinction Limits for HCs with NO Dilution of Air (NO Enhancement Effect) 
Fig. 6 shows the ASR extinction data obtained from systematic nitric oxide (NO) dilutions 
(contamination) of air, for ethylene, methane, and the two “64/36” surrogate fuel mixtures, using the 
9.3 mm Tube-OJB system in an identical manner compared to the N2* dilution work in Figs. 2 and 3.  
As before, data were combined for the two surrogates.  Good linear fits of the methane and the 
combined “64/36” mixture data were obtained, but the ethylene data clearly required a parabolic fit.  
The individual fits of the “64/36” mixture data (not shown) were nearly identical (notably, data were 
obtained the same day).  Note the maximum (endpoint) NO concentrations for the respective fuels 
vary systematically from (just over) 4 to 6 to 8 %.  This progression reflects use of the same 
maximum diluent flow in each experiment. 
Next, the fractional “NO enhancement” effect was deduced for each of the three fuels shown in 
Fig. 6, as follows.  For any given mole fraction of NO in air, X(NO), compared to an identical mole 
fraction of added nitrogen, X(N2*), the “NO enhancement” effect could be deduced by the ratio 
[ASR(X(NO))] / [ASR(X(N2*))], since the extinction data for NO and N2* additions to air were 
conducted under identical conditions.  The resultant fractional “NO enhancement” effect on ASR at 
extinction, for 3 mole % NO (maximum value expected) and ethylene, methane and the two “64/36” 
surrogate fuels is 1.029, 1.017, and 1.043, respectively, based on the data in Fig. 6 for NO and Fig. 
2 for N2*. 
Although more detailed results for lower NO concentrations are shown in the next section, it is 
already apparent that the “NO enhancement” effect is very small compared to a growing  “O2 
depletion” effect that results at higher Mach numbers, as NO concentrations approach 3 mole-% and 
higher.  This surprisingly small NO effect can be compared to earlier numerically-deduced effects on 
HC combustion that were projected as possibly being more than an order of magnitude larger, as 
conjectured in an earlier review [65].    
Analysis of O2 Depletion and NO Enhancement Effects for Arc-Heated Air 
The net effect on ASR at extinction, for ethylene, methane, and the “64/36” surrogate fuels vs. 
Arc-Heated-contaminated air can be deduced from the above OJB-derived “NO enhancement” and 
“O2 depletion” effects to Arc-Heated air, as follows.  First, we assume that Arc-Heated air has a 
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simplified composition, in which each mole of NO produced in the arc is derived from the 
consumption of 1/2 mole each of O2 and N2, and no other important chemistry occurs.  In this case a 
material balance shows that the net number of moles of air is unchanged. 
Second, we make a primary assumption that the “net” fractional effect on ASR is simply the 
product of the “NO enhancement” and “O2 depletion” fractional effects, and there are no significant 
secondary interaction effects, e.g., in which the presence of NO alters the “O2 depletion” effect.  This 
assumption could have been tested if extinction measurements had been obtained by simultaneous 
variation in NO and O2 concentrations to correspond to the assumed simplified air composition.  
Nevertheless, the absence of significant secondary effects seems quite reasonable for the OJB air 
dilution experiments, considering (1) the OJB-measured “NO enhancement” effect is comparatively 
small up to 3 % NO, and (2) the basic Ashmore and Tyler mechanism for NO “catalysis” of flames, 
based on hydrogen and oxygen radicals, should be relatively insensitive to a small reduction in O2 
concentration when 3 % NO is added (e.g., from 0 to 0.97*20.95 = 20.32 % O2). 
Despite the above simplified assumption, the problem of mimicking actual perturbations of Arc-
Heated-processed air may be much more difficult.  First, on the one hand, because the O2 and N2 
reactants are in relatively large excess within the electrical arc, and the concentration of NO 
produced is strongly related to peak temperatures, the actual NO produced should not be perturbed 
significantly by the relatively small reductions of O2 and N2 reactants.  Second, however, co-
produced metastable oxygen, with a significant lifetime in the electronically excited delta O2 state as 
noted earlier [78], may survive the subsequent rapid mixing with clean dry air, followed by 
supersonic expansion through the facility nozzle that would help freeze the metastable composition.  
If delta-O2 does survive the mixing and expansion, it would surely enhance ignition kinetics, and 
possibly affect flameholding reactivity.   
Finally, the effects of copper vapor represent an additional unknown, although our original 
review [65] suggested that copper vapor is relatively benign in hydrogen and oxygen containing 
flames, compared to some elements, such as chromium.  Presently we cannot account for possible 
“excited state” effects without the benefit of a more complete literature survey, detailed 
considerations of possible reactions of charged and/or metastable neutral species with 
hydrocarbons, and some key experimental data. 
If we now bypass the above considerations, and accept our original assumption that the “net” 
effect on ASR at extinction is simply deduced as the product of OJB-derived “NO enhancement” and 
“O2 depletion” effects to Arc-Heated-like air, it is important to use the actual projected O2 
concentration that should occur.  Thus, for our limiting case of 3 % NO in Mach 7 Arc-Heated air, the 
O2 concentration should decrease from 20.95 % to 19.45 % O2.  However, in order to realize this O2 
concentration in OJB “O2 depletion” experiments, ASR data corresponding to N2* = 7.160 % O2 must 
be used to compute the corresponding “O2 depletion” effect (instead of using 3 % added N2* that 
only corresponds to 0.97*20.95 = 20.32 % O2). 
Thus for 3 % NO in Arc-Heated air, the projected “Net” fractional effect is determined from OJB 
ASR extinction data as follows: 
(“net” effect) = (“NO enhancement”) (“O2 depletion”)  
(“net” effect) = [ASR(3 % NO)] / [ASR(3 % N2*)] [ASR(7.16 % N2*)] / [ASR(0 % N2*)] 
Fig. 7 shows the resultant “fractional effects” on ASR at extinction obtained for 3 % NO in Arc-
Heated air as a function of ethylene content in the fuel.  Note because there are only three fuel 
compositions, line segments are used in lieu of curve fits.  Methane shows a large “O2 depletion” 
effect (0.71) that appears to dominate the behavior of the “64/36” surrogate (0.71) before the effect 
on ASR becomes slightly reduced for ethylene (0.78).  Because the “NO enhancement” effect is 
relatively small for the three respective compositions (1.02, 1.04, 1.03), the “net” effect is only slightly 
larger (0.72, 0.74, 0.81), and is clearly dominated by the “O2 depletion” effect. 
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Finally, Fig. 8 is a comprehensive plot of deduced “fractional effects” results for the “64/36” 
surrogate and pure ethylene, as a function of mole-% NO in Arc-Heated-like air, up to 4 % NO.  
Based on previous survey measurements [66], a free stream Mach number of 7 is projected to 
produce 3% NO.  While the “O2 depletion” effects are strictly linear with NO concentration, both the 
“NO enhancement” and “net” effects are very nearly linear.  Whereas the “NO enhancement effect is 
generally small, and increases only slowly with NO concentration, the “O2 depletion” effect is roughly 
seven times larger for the “64/36” surrogate at 3 % NO, and thus dominates the “net” effect.  
Translation of global strain rates to absolute (local) axial input strain rates 
In a previous paper [63] “easiest-to-measure” global OJB strain rates (ASRs), obtained from a 
7.56 mm Tube-OJB, were translated into more generalized absolute (local) maximum axial input 
strain rates that occur near the airside edge of a CFDF.  The local strain rates also represent the 
outputs of detailed 1-D and 2-D numerical simulations, subject to idealized boundary conditions.  A 
similar (but much more difficult, and less certain) approach was taken for the translation of global 
OJB strain rates to radial strain rates in the so-called flame core (generally not located at the 
stagnation point).  Flame-core radial strain rates should constitute the “truest representation” of the 
strength of CFDFs, but they are by far the most difficult to measure using non-intrusive laser 
diagnostics, and to model using more intensive 2-D simulations. 
In Appendix A, details of the “original” translation [63] are first reviewed, due to the importance 
and difficulty of validating chemical kinetic models for the extinction of ethylene and “64/36” 
surrogate fuels at 1 atm.  Then in the section below we characterize, translate, and incorporate the 
new extinction data that were obtained for the same seven fuels, using the slightly larger and more 
ideal 9.3 mm Tube-OJB.  And finally the translated 9.3 mm data are superimposed on the original 
7.56 mm data, and the original Fig. 9 plot is updated to reflect new numerical simulations, based on 
a newly revised / expanded chemical kinetic model (USC, 2009), and new independent extinction 
measurements for ethylene vs. air (at UVa).  The measurements are based on ASR global inflow 
strain rates and the use of detailed Digital Particle Imaging Velocimmetry (PIV) to determine 
maximum local axial strain rates. 
Development of the New Updated Translation of Extinction Limits 
This new and updated translation first reviews how the new 9.3 mm Tube-OJB extinction results 
for the pure HCs compare with all the earlier ASR data obtained over several years for a wide range 
of tube diameters.  Then the 9.3 mm results are overlaid on the 7.5 mm Tube-OJB results in Fig. 9 
(discussed in Appendix A), after exchanging the original abscissa and ordinate scales to make a 
more realistic comparison. 
First, Fig. 10 shows that the new 9.3 mm Tube-OJB extinction data compare favorably with (1) 
limited 1993 data [44] using the same 9.3 mm tubes, and (2) the ASR vs. tube diameter trends of 
previous extensive data obtained using several different size OJBs in different OJB systems over the 
last 20 years.  The downward asymptotic approach of ASR for each fuel to approximate baseline 
values is important when comparing data with both 1-D Navier Stokes stream function solutions for 
infinitely large diameter uniform-flow nozzles, and with 2-D numerical solutions for finite diameter 
convergent nozzles (plug inflows) and straight tubes (parabolic inflows). 
Next, Fig. 11 shows the re-plotted updated version of Fig. 9 (with axes reversed) that now 
contains all the new 9.3 mm Tube-OJB data co-plotted against the earlier 7.2 mm Nozzle-OJB data, 
and overlaying the earlier 7.5 mm Tube-OJB data first presented in [63].  Note that a slightly larger Kt 
factor of 5.9 was required to shift and co-plot the 9.3 mm Tube data with the (smaller diameter) 7.2 
mm Nozzle data, compared to the Kt factor of 5.1 used for the earlier 7.5 mm Tube data.  This 
increase in Kt factor from 5.1 to 5.9 seems quite consistent with the downward trend in ASR results 
with increasing tube diameter, shown in Fig. 9. 
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Fig. 11 also contains two new result comparisons.  First, a new independent experimental data 
point is shown from data obtained by Chelliah [79,80] on a newly developed 7.95 mm nozzle-OJB 
system, which included a Digital Particle Imaging Velocimetry (DPIV) system to survey nozzle flow 
profiles and obtain the airside maximum axial input strain rate at extinction.  This result agrees within 
5% of our original datum for ethylene presented in [63].  Second, a new numerical extinction strain 
rate is also shown to fall within 5% of the original datum for ethylene.  The numerical result was 
obtained by Chelliah [79,80] after using a new 2009 USC chemical kinetic model developed by H. 
Wang et al. [81].  The 2009 model was expanded from an earlier 2007 USC model [81] that had 71 
species and 469 two-way reactions, to a more comprehensive model having 111 species and 784 
two-way reactions.  The Egolfopoulos experimental result, which differs from the present 
experimental and numerical results, was obtained independently at USC in 2008 (see [79]) using 
PIV to determine the maximum axial strain rate at extinction. 
Based on the updated results in Fig. 11 it can be seen that (1) our nearly-coincident 2008 and 
present extinction data for ethylene, and the new UVa experimental data agree remarkably well 
(within + 5 %), and (2) the experimental data exhibit a similarly good level of agreement with the new 
numerical result [79,80] obtained using the new 2009 USC chemical kinetic model [81].  
Furthermore, there was similarly close agreement with methane (with good agreement dating back 
more than a decade [26]).  Finally, due to the duality of extinction data in Fig. 11 based on plug and 
parabolic inflows, and incorporating four other pure HCs and the “64/36” surrogate, we conclude that 
the various experimental results in Fig. 11 offer excellent bases for the global validation of other 
chemical kinetic and molecular diffusion models on the entire set of hydrocarbons studied. 
Relative Effects of O2 Depletion on ASR Extinction and Burning Velocity 
Finally, it is informative to compare the present strong relative effects of O2 depletion on 
extinction of non-premixed HC vs. air flames, with the relative effects of O2 on the maximum burning 
velocity of simple HC fuels premixed with synthetic O2 / N2 mixtures.  Some early extensive burning 
velocity measurements for ethylene, methane and propane in [82] illustrate the substantial effects of 
O2 concentration, on ‘both sides’ of 21 % O2, on “maximum flame velocity” at room initial 
temperature and 1-atm.  These were measured using the “schlieren total area method” (and also 
other methods), as documented in Figure 140 and Table XIII of Ref. [82].  Note these data do not 
incorporate the detailed corrections for effects of strain on burning velocity that have been developed 
in recent years, but this should not significantly affect the comparisons described below. 
Fig. 12 shows the present relative effects of oxygen dilution on ASR at extinction for ethylene, 
the “64/36” surrogate, and methane (in terms of mole-% N2* diluent) compared with the relative 
“maximum flame velocity” results.  Note the flame velocity data for ethylene and methane vary 
linearly with N2* dilution. 
The most important features of the Fig. 12 comparisons are: (1) relative maximum flame velocity 
has nearly as strong a dependence on O2 concentration as ASR does, which is explicitly noted in 
[82] to be much larger than observed for hydrogen, and (2) the respective relative results for 
methane and ethylene ASR and flame velocity follow similar trends with O2 dilution/reduction, and 
differ by roughly the same proportion; i.e. ethylene is affected somewhat less by O2 depletion than 
methane, to roughly the same degree with both sets of results. 
In conclusion, (1) the present ASR extinction results for ethylene, methane, and other simple 
gaseous HCs show large and very significant sensitivities to oxygen depletion, compared to 
hydrogen (~ 2.5 times smaller), and (2) maximum burning velocities of similar premixed fuel/air 
systems show comparably large sensitivities to oxygen depletion, that are also much larger than for 
hydrogen combustion. 
Therefore, on a practical note, one important facet of the above findings for testing scramjet 
combustors, is to recognize that ongoing and future tests with hydrocarbons may depart significantly 
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from previous experiences with hydrogen fueled scramjets (e. g. Hyper X) in high-temperature 
facilities that deplete oxygen and/or use oxygen make-up.      
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The present work is a major extension of a May 2008 JANNAF paper (and earlier ones) that 
characterized several pure HC and surrogate (mixture) fuels for the HIFiRE project, that were 
designed to mimic the flameholding of reformed (thermally- or catalytically-cracked) endothermic JP-
like fuels.  The normalized Flame Strength approach used represents a continuation of earlier work 
on hydrogen, air contaminants, and three surrogate HC fuels.  The methodology is applied as a 
fundamental and practical “best measurement” for assessing idealized scramjet flameholding 
potentials for clean and high enthalpy contaminated air.  This is because normalized-FS (ASR) 
directly measures a chemical-kinetic-dominated, diffusion influenced, strain-rate-sensitive limit of 
non-premixed combustion at typical incipient-flameholding temperatures.  Thus, it approximately 
mimics conditions where gaseous fuels are injected (and transported from upstream injection) into a 
subsonic flameholding recirculation zone, and mixed with compressed and shock-processed air 
captured from an upstream inlet.  Although only a fraction of the overriding flow is captured and 
reacts with the locally injected fuel, the effects of local aerodynamic strain and associated multi-
component diffusion on incipient flameholding-combustion remain key to maintaining scramjet 
combustion. 
Some new and unique nitric oxide (NO) and oxygen air-contamination effects on the extinction 
Flame Strength (FS) of non-premixed hydrocarbon (HC) vs. “air” flames are characterized in this 
paper for 7 gaseous HCs, using a new idealized 9.3 mm straight-tube Opposed Jet Burner (OJB) at 
1 atm.  Besides ethane, propane, butane, and propylene, the HCs include ethylene, methane, and a 
64 mole % ethylene / 36 % methane mixture, our previously recommended gaseous surrogate for 
fueled HIFiRE scramjet tests.  The new FS data for the undiluted gaseous HCs are consolidated with 
previously validated data (May 2008) normalized to absolute (local) axial-input strain rates, and are 
co-plotted on a dual idealized, kinetically dominated reactivity scale.  Excellent agreement with prior 
data is obtained for all 7 fuels.  Detailed comparisons are made additionally with recently published 
(UVa) numerical results for ethylene extinction.  A 2009-revised (USC) ethylene kinetic model led to 
numerically predicted limits within ~ 5 % (compared to 45 %, earlier) of this writer’s 2008 (and 
present) ethylene FSs, and also with recent comprehensive data obtained on a new independent 
OJB system (UVa).  These agreements, and a hoped-for “near-identically-performing” reduced 
kinetics model of sufficiently small size should greatly enhance the capability for accurate numerical 
simulations of surrogate HC flameholding in scramjets. 
The presently measured air-contamination effects on FS extinction limits are projected to assess 
AHSTF “facility test effects” of NO production (e.g., 3 mole-%) and resultant oxygen depletion (e.g., 
from 21 % to 19.5 %), for testing a “64/36” surrogate fuel in HIFiRE engine designs.  The FS results 
show a generally small (< 4 %) nitric oxide enhancement effect, relative to clean air, for up to 3 % 
NO (free-stream Mach number up to 7 in the AHSTF).  However, a progressively large oxygen-
deficiency weakening effect develops.  For 3 % NO, a net weakening of 26 % in FS is derived for the 
“64/36” fuel vs. air, based on tube-diameter-normalized FSs (ASRs) and absolute (local) axial input 
strain rates.  The corresponding net weakening for pure ethylene is 20 %. 
The following conclusions are drawn from this study: 
1.  Very significant “oxygen-deficiency weakening” effects on ASR at extinction were accurately 
quantified for all seven HCs tested.  
2.  So-called “nitric oxide enhancement” effects on flame extinction limits are quite small (up to ~ 
4 %) for both methane, ethylene, the “64/36” surrogate fuel mixture, and probably by extension, most 
simple gaseous HCs.  The same was previously found true for hydrogen fuel. 
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3.  Because the “oxygen-deficiency weakening” effects grow large, and are about 2.5 times 
greater that previously determined for hydrogen fuel, renewed attention needs to be paid to facility 
test effects that may alter local oxygen concentration in the central test core flow, such as in vitiated 
test facilities with oxygen make-up, and in Arc-Heated facilities that alter oxygen concentration by 
consuming it to produce NO. 
4.  The deduced 26 % reduction in normalized flame strength projected for the “64/36” surrogate 
fuel, vs. Arc-Heated-contaminated air containing 3 % NO, strongly suggests that in-flight flameholding 
limits may be strengthened by the same amount in a HIFiRE scramjet when flying in clean air.  This 
may or may not become important, as long as the additionally-gained “robustness” of flameholding 
does not lead to a critical excess of upstream heat release, with a consequent significant shift in 
ramjet-to-scramjet mode transition, and/or the onset of an “unstart” condition. 
5.  The newly obtained ASR extinction limits for six pure gaseous HCs and the “64/36” surrogate 
fuel mixture agree exceptionally well with the author’s previously published results, determined for 
respective plug and parabolic inflows using somewhat smaller OJBs.  The prior translation (2008) of 
these results to absolute (local) axial strain rates at extinction led to the conclusion that numerically 
deduced extinction limits, using a 2007 chemical kinetics model for ethylene, were about 45 % high.  
Since 2008, that conclusion appears to have been further validated by (1) the present experimental 
results, which agree closely with the earlier results for the same HCs, (2) a new, independent, 
Digital-PIV-supported extinction limit measured (at UVa) for ethylene, which agrees with our earlier 
data within 5 %, and (3) new numerical simulations (UVa), using an expanded and revised 2009 
chemical kinetic scheme developed at USC, that now agrees within 5% of our experimental results. 
Thus it is concluded that the present level of agreement (+ 5 %) is satisfactory, and a suitably 
reduced chemical kinetics set that produces essentially the same extinction results for ethylene at 1-
atm as the new (2009) complete kinetics model, would permit detailed numerical simulations of 
flameholding in HIFiRE-like scramjet combustor designs.  
6.  It is possible that electronically excited long-lived metastable delta-O2, which is very likely 
formed in the Arc-Heating, may survive the subsequent mixing with air and expansion through the 
facility nozzle, and may then persist through the inlet and isolator into the combustor.  This possibility 
should be assessed for the AHSTF tests.  Simple measurements may be possible.  If present in 
significant concentrations, the delta-O2 would surely affect autoignition the most; flameholding at 
higher temperatures would likely be less affected due to the presence of flame radicals and 
inherently higher enthalpy. 
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APPENDIX A 
The “original” 2008 Translation of Global ASR Extinction Limits 
In the “original” translation [63], we first examined two slightly different empirical relationships 
between respective HC extinction limits for plug-inflow (7.2 mm nozzle based) and parabolic-
inflow (7.56 mm tube-based) ASRs.  This affected the subsequent scaling of respective global 
strain rates to axial strain rates on an absolute basis (note that comparable inflow strain rates 
were previously assessed independently using earlier PIV and Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV) 
with the same OJBs [26,35,36]).  First, we tried a generalized linear fit of the data with a slope of 
2.53 that related independent ASRs from nozzle-OJBs, ASRn, to those from tube-OJBs, ASRt.  
However, the fit had a significant intercept.  Alternately, the same data were plotted with a forced 
zero intercept.  Although this fit was not quite as good statistically, ASRn = 2.23 ASRt effectively 
characterized the absolute proportionality between plug-inflow and parabolic-inflow HC extinction 
results, and this simplified the data interpretation.  Note the factor 2.23 also agreed very closely 
with a calculated average ASR ratio for hydrocarbon–air extinctions.  Thus the 2.23 ASR ratio for 
HC–air CFDF extinctions was used to complete the conversion, as shown in the development of 
Eq. (2) below. 
First it was important to examine three independent sources of relevant strain rate data [63]:  
(1) Rolon’s detailed strain rate measurements of cold laminar “plug flows” of air vs air, using 25 
mm diameter convergent nozzles; (2) our earlier PIV and LDV measurements of axial (and radial) 
strain rates, using 7.2 mm nozzle- and 7.5 mm tube-OJBs, that were consistent with plug inflow 
strain rates being ~ 2.5 x larger than parabolic inflow strain rates at the same average inflows 
[26,36]; and (3) Hwang’s 2-D numerical simulations of opposed plug- and parabolic-inflows with 
equal mass flows [41] (see footnote2). 
Thus, based on Rolon’s and Hwang’s results, we adopted a common “independently verified” 
proportionality (1.15) between the maximum axial strain rate input on the airside, -(1/2) (du/dx)max, 
and the global ASRn for a nozzle-OJB.  In using the adopted value of 1.15, we can write (using 
the present nomenclature) 
 - (1/2) (du/dx)max = 1.15 ASRn = 1.15 Uair/Dn     (1) 
and then substitute the above-described experimentally demonstrated proportionality for gaseous 
HCs, ASRn = 2.23 ASRt.  By doing so, we define a globally based measure of maximum axial 
strain rate near the airside edge that can be used directly to compare experimental with 
computational results; i.e.: 
 - (du/dx)max  =  2.30  Uair/Dn  =  2.30 * 2.23 Uair/Dt  =  5.13 Uair/Dt  (2) 
In comparison, note that Hwang’s 2-D numerical simulations, using equal cold mass flows 
[41], defined the linear proportionality between opposed 5.0 mm nozzle (plug) inflows and tube 
(parabolic) inflows as ASRn = 2.53 ASRt; and moreover the 2.53 applied not only for axial strain 
                                                 
2 Hwang’s 2-D numerical simulations of cold (300 K) plug and parabolic OJB impingement flows 
(with jet separation H = D) to determine respective axial and radial strain rates (velocity gradients) 
resulted in the following [41]:  -(1/2) (du/dx)max = 1.152 Uair/Dn,  and (dv/dr)max = 1.158 Uair/Dn for 
plug inflows; and -(1/2) (du/dx)max = 2.530 *1.152 Uair/Dt = 2.91 Uair/Dt;  and (dv/dr)max = 2.528 
*1.158 Uair/Dt = 2.93 Uair/Dt for parabolic inflows.  Note that we previously deduced 3.0 (close to 
2.91) from LDV and PIV surveys [26,35,36].  Thus -1/2 the maximum axial strain rate equals a 
common radial strain rate for both plug and parabolic inflows, and the respective axial and radial 
strain rates for plug inflows differ from the parabolic inflows by a ratio of 2.53, which matches the 
slope of our cross-plotted data (2.53) and is quite close to the zero-intercept slope (2.23) 
obtained. 
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rates on the airside, but also for radial strain rates at the stagnation point.  Perhaps coincidentally, 
the best fitting slope of our cross-plotted data was 2.53.  Furthermore, for Hwang’s numerically 
simulated H2–air extinction “hot flows,” the ratio of axial input strain rates for (equal mass flow 
rate) opposed 3.0 mm nozzle and 3.0 mm tube flows was very close to 2.5 [41], which is 
consistent with our PIV and LDV results [26,36]. 
The above-derived empirical expressions should quite accurately relate global ASRs, for 
laminar nozzle- and tube-OJB inflows, to maximum axial strain rate inputs near the airside edge 
of opposed cold and HC–air CFDFs.  These should allow reasonably accurate comparisons of 
global experimental data with either numerically evaluated strain rates or measured maximum 
axial strain rates at extinction. 
Fig. 9 reproduces our earlier direct comparison, on an absolute (local) airside maximum axial 
input strain rate basis, of our ASR extinction results for all the gaseous HCs studied in [63], with 
numerical strain rate results from Zambon & Chelliah [59], and Park & Fisher [60].  Before 
discussing the comparison, it is important to note how the experimental ASR results and 
numerical results were plotted on the absolute-strain-rate scales of the ordinate and the abscissa.  
The empirical Eq. (2) for airside axial strain rate (shown in Fig. 9 for the ordinate) enabled the 
plotting of all our experimental nozzle-OJB ASRn results for gaseous HCs on the ordinate scale.  
The abscissa scale, which represents each experimental result for the respective gaseous HCs, 
was calculated from the expression on the abscissa label, which equals the second half of Eq. 
(2).  In this way, the abscissa for each experimentally independent HC result could be calculated 
from the ASRt data. 
The numerical simulation results plotted on the ordinate scale simply represent calculated 
airside maximum axial strain rates.  However, the abscissa for each numerical result 
corresponding to each HC is (of necessity) the same as that used to plot each experimental 
“tube-OJB airside axial strain rate.”  Therefore the vertical separation in Fig. 9 between numerical 
axial strain rate and experimental ASRn results represents an absolute discrepancy in airside 
maximum axial strain rate for each gas or gas mixture. 
Finally, inspection of the “original” Fig. 9 indicates there was exceptionally good agreement 
between Zambron and Chelliah’s methane extinction limit at 1 atm with our experimentally averaged 
result; this “baseline result” was checked and reproduced repeatedly and semi-independently over the 
last 10 years [26].  Additional agreement with Ref. 61 numerical results for methane (not shown), using 
three recent kinetic models, appeared to be similarly good.  However, the numerical ethylene results 
from Refs. 59 and 60 were about 45 % higher than the experimental result for ethylene, and the Ref. 
61 numerical results were respectively about 50 %, 40 %, and 30 % high of the experimental result for 
ethylene.  Due to the near-linear divergence of results from the methane “base,” predicted results for 
the 64 % ethylene + 36 % methane surrogate also appeared to be about 45 % high.  Finally, the 
results of Park and Fisher [60] and Jiwen Liu [61] independently predicted the observed experimental 
nonlinear FS response as a function of ethylene concentration. 
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Fig. 1a.  Schematic of the Oscillatory Opposed Jet Burner (OOJB) system with twin 20-cm 
speaker-drivers, used to determine both steady-state FS and Dynamic Flame Weakening.   
Diode laser system is passive in this study. 
Focusing Schlieren System used continuously 
<------  to visualize flows, including centering of 
disk-shaped flame, and vertical / horizontal 
structure.  Details in [26,35,36] 
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Fig. 1c.  Complete HC-fueled OJB test schematic (not to scale).  Silica fiber combustion box, with porous plate 
on top, is identical to that in Fig. 1b.  Vaporizer tank is ~ 0.5 L and accumulator tank is ~ 10.1 L.  For batch tests, 
a known volume of liquid HC is injected into the cold, evacuated system.  Then mass-flow-metered fuel diluent 
(either N2 or gaseous HC) is admitted, up to a specific pressure.  Finally, the system is sealed and heated to a 
measured (multipoint) temperature and pressure, and held there to assure mixing before operating in a “blow 
down mode,” to supply the 7.5 mm tube-OJB system.  For hot vaporized-fuel experiments, air mass flows are 
monitored, but mass flows of fuel mixture are not monitored due to temperature limitations.  For tests with 
gaseous fuels the vaporizer-accumulator is bypassed and mass flows of all fuel and components are measured.    
chemical
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 valve
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= Mass Flow Meter
= Shut-off Valve
= Pressure Gage
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Fig. 1b.  Gaseous-fuel horizontal-tube OJB test schematic (not to scale).  Combustion box, constructed of 
0.5 in thick compacted silica fiber-board panels, has a porous metal plate on top -- typically 4 x 6 in -- is 
exposed and “active”.  Thus combustion products are actively purged by controlled nitrogen flows from two 
porous plug outlets at opposite corners of the box floor.  The three matching sets of tube-OJBs are 
actually arrayed in a horizontal plane, not vertically as shown.  Mass flows of fuel, fuel-diluent, air, and air 
contaminant are monitored as flame extinction and restoration limits are approached and achieved. 
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Fig. 2.  Effects of N2* dilution (contamination) of clean dry air on ARS at extinction of HC vs. 
air Counter Flow Diffusion Flames (CFDFs), using 9.3 mm Tube-OJB system at 1-atm.  The 
“64/36” surrogate fuel mixture data are combined from independent measurements, from 
the two premixed bottles used for testing in the Arc-Heated Scramjet Test Facility (AHSTF). 
Fig. 3.   Effects of mole % O2 in N2* contaminated air on extinction of HC vs. 
Air CFDFs, using 9.3 (and 7.56 mm for C2H6) tube-OJB system at 1-atm.  The 
9.3 mm data are the same as plotted in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 4a.  Sensitivity of ASR at extinction to mole % N2* added to air, which decreased O2 content 
in contaminated airs for various HC vs. “air” CFDFs, using 9.3 mm tube OJB system at 1-atm.  
Results were obtained by normalizing the respective slopes with intercepts from Fig. 2.  
 
Fig. 4b.  Sensitivity of ASR at extinction to mole % O2 decrease in N2* diluted air, for 
various HCs vs. “air”, using 9.3 mm tube OJB system at 1-atm.  Results were 
obtained by normalizing the respective slopes with intercepts from Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 5.   Fractional “O2 depletion” effect on ASR at extinction, due to consumption of 1.5 mole % 
O2 and 1.5 mole % N2 in Arc-Heated air to produce 3 % NO, for various HC vs. air systems, 
using 9.3 mm tube-OJB at 1-atm.  Fractional “O2 depletions” were obtained from linear curve fits 
of the Fig. 3 data. 
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Fig. 6.   Effects of NO dilution (contamination) of air on extinction of HCs vs. air DFDFs, using 
9.3 mm tube-OJB system at 1-atm.  The experimental system and procedure were identical to 
that used in obtaining the Fig. 2 results. The “64/36” surrogate fuel mixture data are combined 
from independent measurements, from the two premixed bottles used for testing in the AHSTF.
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Fig. 7.  Fractional effects on ASR at extinction, for HC vs. simulated Arc-Heated air with 3  
mole % NO, for respective “NO enhancement”, “oxygen depletion” and “net” effects on ASR, 
based on 9.3 mm tube-OJB results at 1-atm.  Note that use of ‘an effective’ 7.16 % N2* diluted 
air from the OJB results is required to produce the correct O2 concentration for 3 % NO in 
simulated Arc-Heated air with a resultant 19.45 % O2 (from 20.95 % O2 in the original dry air). 
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Fig. 8.  Projected fractional effects on ASR at extinction, for ethylene and the “64/36” 
surrogate mix vs. simulated Arc-Heated contaminated air, for “NO enhancement”, “oxygen 
depletion” and “net” effects, from 9.3 mm tube-OJB results at 1-atm.  The 3 % NO 
corresponds approximately to a free stream Mach number of 7. 
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Fig. 10.   Effect of OJB straight-tube diameter on Applied Stress Rate, ASR = Uair / Dt , for 
various gaseous HCs vs. air CFDF systems investigated over the last 20 years, including the 
present 9.3 mm results.  Asymptotic approach characterizes the diminishing effects of finite 
flame thickness and finite OJB size that are limited by the requirement of lamainar flows. 
Fig. 9.  Previously presented [63] comparison of experimental and numerically simulated strain 
induced extinction limits for Fuel vs Air CFDFs at 1 atm, using best-estimate global measures of 
(local) airside maximum axial strain rates (see development in text and in Appendix A.)  
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Fig. 11.  Comparison of experimental and numerical strain-induced extinction limits for pure fuel vs. 
air Counterflow Diffusion Flames at 1-atm, using best estimates (based on measurements) of (local) 
airside axial strain rate.  Note the present + 5 % agreement for ethylene based on four independent 
results from NASA Larc and UVa.  The open circles represent the same 2008 (and earlier) OJB data 
shown in Fig. 9; the solid circles represent the new 9.3 mm data; the solid square represents H. 
Chelliah’s new experimental data (UVa) [79,80]; and the open square represents H. Chelliah’s 
numerically obtained extinction limit (UVa) [79,80] obtained using Hai Wang’s newly updated (2009) 
chemical kinetic model (USC) [81]. 
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Fig. 12.  Relative effects of N2* dilution of air (“oxygen dilution” effect) on extinction of HC 
vs. contaminated-air CFDFs, using 9.3 mm tube-OJB at 1-atm; and comparison with 
relative “maximum flame speed” for premixed HC + O2 + N2 systems reported in [82].  
Recall that addition of 7.16 mole % N2* to clean air is required in using OJB extinction 
results to simulate the resultant O2 content (19.45 %) in an Arc-Heated contaminated air 
containing 3 mole % NO. 
